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          People are different. Personality, values, expectations, individual motives are not the same. One of the
theories that has resulted in the most widely accepted human behavioral variation is the DISC model. There are
four main dimensions of identification. Nowadays, this principle is well developed as an assessment tool to describe
human behavior patterns, called DISC Behavioral Assessment which is widely used among firms, recruitment,
self-development, study, career selection, and employee recruitment.
          DISC comes from the acronyms Dominance (D), Influence (I), Steadiness (S), and Conscientious (C).
These four behaviors are characterized by distinct characteristics.

 

These four behavioral characteristics are not to be
compared among one another. No right or wrong.
No better or worse. Each has its own strengths
and weaknesses. There are more or less all four
characteristics blended in one person. In general,
only one or two of them will stand out. 
 
DISC-U Insights report is designed based on DISC
model, for the purpose of helping us “read” ourselves,
explaining who we are, how we behave, what our
strengths and weaknesses are, what matter affects
our feelings, and being aware of our behaviors.  It
helps finding what suits us and the appropriate ways
to improve our behavior for our best. In addition,
DISC knowledge helps us understand others’
behaviors better, why they do such thing, act this
way, respond that way, and use that tone of voice
and gestures. DISC broadens a perception of certain
behaviors, helping us understand people’s nature,
view in different angles, and get to know who they
really are.  In consequence, we can determine the
appropriate “interaction” for each person, adjust our
attitudes towards people, and accept and respect
people’s differences.
 
These basic understandings bring out and make
use of good attributes of each person, balancing
differences resulting in “flexible” and “efficient”
coordination which reduces conflicts and creates
a pleasant working environment. DISC can be 
applied in all activities concerning people, both
in career and personal life e.g. self-improvement,
team development, communication, conflict
management, recruitment, career selection,
customer service, selling, negotiation, business
alliance relation management, etc.
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  Personality Profile

       It is known and accepted that the most effective people are those who understand themselves, both their
strengths and weaknesses, so they can develop strategies to meet the demands of their environment. DISC is a
model that is called "Universal Language". It is a popular tool because it is accurate, standard, academic, easy to
understand and applied. It is a tool that helps people to understand themselves, to know the behavior that is the
strength, the behavior that has already caused negative impact on themselves and those around them. It helps to
realize that people are different, understand the impact of differences on themselves and others. In addition, the
DISC model also enables us to effectively read / analyze the characteristics of others in a short time. To be
deployed in the field of communication. Increase the good relationship with the people around.
       The DISC model is based on research, studies of individual behavioral differences, and is organized into
categories for ease of application. There are four main types of behavioral traits that are unique.
          Dominance: - direct, confident, decisive, determined, confronting, making quick decisions, fast-working,
active, and result-oriented; A person who is dominant likes challenges, adventures, and competitions, desires for
power, eager to solve problems, and looks at the big picture.
          Influence: - communicating, chatty, open, socializing, enthusiastic, joyful with people, having sense of
humor, optimistic, friendly, desiring in participating to help people, and good at persuading people.
          Steadiness: - calm, patient, good listener, sympathizing others, gentle, humble, steady, neat, cautious, and
passive.  A person who has steadiness follows work direction, cooperate with the team, and pay attention to safety
and security.
          Conscientious: - methodical, formal, adhered to rules and standards, disciplined, attentive to details and
facts, accurate, analytical, rational, cautious, prudent, contemplative, and introvert.
       This report is designed with detailed behavioral information in a comprehensive and personalized manner. It is
processed by answering questions of the person. The purpose is to serve as information for self-development, to
take advantage of existing strengths, to understand, to accept, to improve behaviors that cause negative impacts.
Be able to adapt the behavior to the context for maximum efficiency.

Sample
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Describing Words

Decisive, Take challenge, Straightforward,

Determine to goal, Need freedom to act,

Motivating, Afraid of rejection, Creative,

Assertive, Dislike being forced, Easily bored,

Venturous, Dislike rules, Initiative, Impulsive,

Competitive
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General Description

 
      For this type of graphs, a person is very independent and so high self-confident that he/she might be
perceived as an arrogant.  He/she has vision, forward thinking, and work very hard to achieve goals.
Sometimes, he/she looks aggressive, direct, and interested in many things. Sometimes, he/she is cold and
blunt. He/she sets a high standard for him/herself and others, expects completed tasks, and might criticize
if things are not up to his/her standards. Demanding quick results, he/she gives a great deal of importance
to time and efficiency that people might sometimes view him/her as impatient, brief, and self-center.
      He/she is active, vigorous, agile, and a doer.  Therefore, he/she might be frustrated when there is no
goal to achieve.  He/she is good at identifying other people’s motives and using them to get on the way
what he/she desires.  He/she explicitly expresses his/her demanded results, loves challenging and unique
works, likes to compete and set him/herself in a major position, is willing to take responsibility if a job is
challenging toward his/her goals, and shows self-satisfaction when the job is accomplished.
      Wanting to control external environment, he/she dominates people by attempting to change people’s
thoughts and actions and also persuading others to achieve goals.  Therefore, others’ feelings are easily
affected or irritated.  He/she is likely to avoid any constraints e.g. close supervision, time-consuming tasks,
and detailed and routine jobs.  This type of persons gives an importance to personal freedom and can
easily be frustrated when working in a group or any group activities.
      Nevertheless, he/she can be quite charming when interacting with others. He/she can use his/her skill
in talking to persuade others to help him/her, especially with trifling or detailed jobs. People might confuse
themselves while one part of them is drawn to this type of persons and another part surprisingly wants to
stay away from him/her.  Many might even feel like they are “being manipulated”.  Even though he/she
sometimes frightens and dictates other’s decision, he/she is generally likable among colleagues due to
good negotiation and motivation skills.
      This type of person is shrewd, fast thinking, impatient, and criticizes others who are not like him/her. 
He/she evaluates others from their capability to build success.  He/she is firm and determined even in
conflict situations.  When necessary, he/she can take charge and mandate even he/she is not in the
position where authority is granted.
      This type of person tends to be easily frustrated and angry, especially when he/she feels falling down
or fail or feels being taken advantage. These are his/her fear; failure and being exploited.  He/she desires
for task achievement and gains recognition from the success he/she produces. This type of person should
try to control emotion him/herself, be aware of others’ feelings and requirements, listen more than think of
what to say next, enhance his/her listening skill, improve disciplines, understand public regulations, allow
more time to consider all information, review and be more cautious, and learn to relax.
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Strengths

Determined and strong-willed; individualist and need freedom to act.●

Straightforward and self-confident; feel free to express opinions.●

Goal and result oriented.●

Decisive, take action, and dare to change.●

Initiative to new ideas; like challenges.●

Give praises and appreciation to team members.●

Versatile; able to adjust him/herself.●

Have vision; concerning big picture.●

Have leadership and be able to initiate new activities or projects.●

Good at influencing and persuading others to go along with his/her ideas.●

Build united connection by sharing value to each others; inspire others.●

Focus on efficiency, effectiveness, and success.●

Active; able to manage and work rapidly.●

Point out key issues straightforwardly.●

Be a trouble shooter; sort out creative solutions.●

What Others Might Perceive as Negative

Often not open up for others' opinions due to too high self-confident.●

Express aggressiveness and argue when being threatened or stressful.●

Think and act too fast that he/she might overlook some information.●

Take too high risks; too venturesome.●

Often frustrated with those who cannot catch up with him/her.●

Might be annoyed with disturbance or obstacle.●

Might ignore rules which obstruct him/her from attaining goals; exerting too much power.●

Tend to push him/herself heavily; highly expect him/her and others to achieve goals.●

In crisis, might give command to others which might irritate or hurt others’ feelings.●

Might confront people; argue harshly on discrepant opinions.●

Impatient; not open for others’ opinions, especially those who speak ambiguously or unclear direction.●

Quickly respond; impulsive and hasty.●

Easily bored and angry, especially when being obstructed from attaining goals.●

May join too many social activities or projects at a time.●
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Things that Motivate

New creative, modern and challenge opportunity.●

Be able to control situation, environment of work and his/her own result.●

Opportunity for advancement and outstand.●

Opportunity to work independently and can take action on activity.●

His/her opinion and achievement are recognized or interested.●

Be competitive and opportunity to win and achieve goal.●

Gain reward from the win and success.  Be upgraded or promoted.●

Things that De-motivate

Be in restricted rules and be closely monitored while working.●

Not gain recognition in his/her work result and capability.●

Things that derogate his/her image to public.●

Get repetitious work or work with complication and details.  Get bored and no fun.●

Lose face, discredited.  Be perceived meaningless.●

Be limited the responsibility.  Be examined and interfered the authority. ●

Be limited to use resources.  Not support the resources.●

Be forced to do what he/she disagrees with.  Or be forced his/her to follow. ●

Guidelines for Improvement

Pay more attention to others’ reaction and more receptive to feedback from others.●

Pay attention to listen others’ opinion.●

Explain his/her reasons and concepts regarding goals and problem handling.●

Try to ease up and slow down the pace to relieve stress both in him/her and others.●

Choose gentle words and speak in soft tone, express more polite especially under stressful situation.●

Thinking thoroughly and cautiously. Spend more time for consideration, take slower response which will●

help to calm down and see issue clearer.
Allow more time to respond in order to be calmer and view an issue more delicately.●

Pay attention more for details, give more importance in quality.●

Be more patient, control self-emotional expression and aware of appropriateness and suitability.●

Collaboration with team, help and support others and give value to long-term relationship.●
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  Working Style

Satisfied Work Environment

Work independently without too close supervision.  Prefer to control situation by him/herself.   ●

Get opportunity to fully utilize his/her power of authority and expertise.●

Be able to fully express feeling and opinion.●

Prefer work with various activities, challenge the competence, not in routine and not go into too much●

detail.
Work in creative environment.  Be competitive, enthusiastic and has opportunity for advancement.●

Work that provides opportunity to control situation and own performance.●

Communicating

Prefer influential communication.  Focus on fact, straightforward, clear and concise.●

Often choose to listen or remember only own interested topics.  Dislike being interrupted but may●

interrupt others.
Openly express opinion and feeling.  Be confident in communication.●

Quickly change from one topic to another.●

Often communicate informally and friendly during relax situation but if necessary, he/she is able to modify●

communication style to be serious, concise and command in order to controlling situation surrounding.
Present in broad picture, emphasize on objective and expected results.●

More interest in opinion and conclusion rather than principle and details.●

Problem Solving

Often want to solve problem quickly. May seek way to shorten or speed up steps in order to do some●

other further things.
Confidence in self-ability for problem solving.  Assure in self-skills especially in the area of own expertise.●

Perceive problems and obstacles as a kind of challenge and need to overcome. Determine to solve●

problem.
Dare to try new methods to solve problem, not adhere to traditional methods. Work intensely and●

understand all processes.
May ignore rules that impede his/her goal.  Exert overpower.●

Able to quickly cope with urgent problems and emergency situation.●

May view problem is too easy or underestimate of problem severity. ●

Fast thinking and taking action without going in details which may result in missing some important●

information.
May discard problems if he/she perceives the problem is so small, not interesting, not worthwhile, or not●

challenge his/her ability.
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Decision Making

High self-responsibility therefore gives high importance and takes serious in making decision.●

Tend to manipulate others’ decision making by trying to change others’ thought to comply with his/hers.●

Perceive decision making as part of getting “control” of situation which is in accord with his/her   ●

preferable style.
Able to take high risk.  Dare to make change by accepting that any decision for all issues is not●

necessary to be always right.
Know how to use authority and network for the best of his/her decision making.●

Often conclude and make quick decision without fact consideration carefully. Only roughly evaluate●

advantage and disadvantage of each decision option which may result in not good qualified decision.
Ask for others’ opinion but only to confirm his/her conclusion which has already been done. ●

Making decision by emphasizing on work results thus may cause others’ unsatisfactory and●

uncomfortable.

Planning and Managing Time

Need to be a direction controller and make plan by him/herself due to highly confidence in own ability●

and to make sure of the goal achieving.
View big picture.  Like planning and setting up strategy but often not getting into details in the plan. ●

 Plan may look disorderly.
May overlook the existing limitations thus not take them into consideration for planning.●

Planning by emphasizing on efficiency, effectiveness and success.●

Rush and hurry, hot-tempered, serious, thus make others who work with feel tired and exhausted easily. ●

Able to create new missions or projects by him/herself. ●

Prefer privacy. Dislike being disturbed and view it as wasting his/her time.●

May underestimate difficulty and complexity of the action plan.●

Response when pressure

Quick respond to the change but in the way to overcome thus able to stand high pressure.●

Tend not to allow external pressure to generate stress to him/her. Never yield to anyone.●

Fight opponent when he/she feels being threaten or insulted or taken advantage. Fight in any timing.●

Unable to control emotional expression well enough. Rather not be self-reserved, may immediately ●

 show frustration by facial expression.
Hot-tempered, easy to get angry especially when he/she feels about to fail or being taken advantage. ●

Express more violent tone and show self-power and possibly together with power from information in●

hands.
Guard, self-defend openly and definitely persist on own standing point when under pressure.●

May challenge people around and possibly result in serious argument about different opinions.●
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  Learning Styles and Ideal Careers

Learning Styles

         This type of person likes learning through direct experience, straightforward information, and
learning by doing. He/She has self-confident personality, enthusiastic, finding a way to learn using his/her
intuition and cunning. The person likes colorful and challenging learning that can be accomplished quickly.
He/She likes to take action, dares to try, prefers to prove things on his/her own and is ready to step out
of a box.  Experiment and experience helps him/her learn better. A person of this style likes to learn the
clear and precise content, especially when it contains pictures, graphs or charts.  He/She does not like
repetitive learning that requires memorizing or going through details in the textbook.
         This person is enthusiastic and motivates to participate in new creative activity. He/She does not
like to be controlled on what to learn or what to do.  Even though there is a clear goal, he/she is flexible
enough to adjust according to different situations. It is important to learn what he/she is interested in,
which may not be the most common. Avoid wasting time on things that are unprofitable or useless,
decide which ones are important, believe in your own learning, and apply ideas or knowledge. Vague
and slow discussion may lead to boredom.  He/She can handle assigned work in his/her own way which
may differ from traditional style.  The person is good at handling facing problems. 

Ideal Careers

         This type of person is suitable for work that provides freedom to think. The job should also have
variety in its nature with a clear goal but do not stick to the method. It should provide managerial power
and decision making power to the person so that the work is challenging. Like a job that provides
opportunity to express his/her thoughts, persuade others. Suitable for work that uses negotiation ability,
fluency in management. The work should be compact and challenging. It requires courage to manage,
handle pressure, such as, running a business, opening new market, or managing a newly-established
department. The person will be happy to be in charge, control or participate in visioning, starting the
project and using his friend network to support. 
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Possible Careers

 
Tourism related●

Hospitality related●

Foreign Language Teacher ●

Secondary school teacher●

Teacher of art / music / drama●

Ophthalmologist●

DJ / VJ●

Lawyers / Judges / Lawyers / Prosecutors●

Athletes and sportsmen●

Advertising and marketing expert●

Politician●

Writer / Author●

Translator / Interpreter●

Product developers and researchers●

Ventriloquist●

Landscape Architect●

Singer●

Illustrator of movie / book / comic●

Fishery scientist●

Actor / Actress●

Journalist ●

Interior Designers and Decorators●

Product designers / Industrial designers●

Multimedia / Animator artists ●

Model - fashion●

Assistant / District Chief Officer●

Director / Producer of film / TV ●

Printing / Packaging experts●

Gemologist●

Radio / Television announcers●

Music producer●

Sports coaches●

Newspaper / TV / Radio reporters●

Cook / Chef ●

Curators / Museologist●

Music director / Conductor●

Aerospace Engineers●

Anesthesiologist●

Architects (construction)●

Flight Attendant (Hostess / Steward)●
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Personality Profile

Summary Profile

The left-hand graph is the same as the graph shown
in page 3, reflecting the overall behavior of the person
who has expressed it (Summary Profile).  They are
characteristics that we ourselves are aware of how
we are.
 
In addition, the Summary Profile is characterized by
a combination of natural identity  (Natural Profile)
and adaptive nature to match the expectations of
the external environment (Filtered Profile).

 

Natural Profile

This graph reflects  the nature of the person's
behavior, the innate behavior that comes from
the motives, feelings, and desires that are within
it.   These behaviors  are expressed when one
relaxes or becomes self, including when people
are stressed or under pressure.

 

Filtered Profile

This graph reflects behaviors that individuals
have adapted to match the expected behavior,
such as expectations from roles or workplaces.
These behaviors are often expressed in the role
or function, while the behaviors are under the
perception of others.
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Shift Pattern

This graph shows the difference between natural
and filtered profile. In the case of a positive value,
it is  said that the person  has adapted  his/her
behaviors to increase from nature. In the case of
a negative value,  it is said that the behavior is
reduced from the natural.

 

Shift Scale:

Dominance + 1%

Influence + 10%

Steadiness - 20%

Conscientious - 2%

Tension

             The following graph shows tension level of the person as a result of adaptation from natural
behaviors to suit with current environment/work condition. High tension may result in pressure and stress.

low medium high

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Tension

20%

Possible causes of tension:
Be expected to increase adaptability, increase speed to respond and express enthusiasm.
Be agile, alert, open for the changes and be ready at all times. 
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Personality Analysis

Prominent Traits

Prominent Traits are natural behaviors. These behaviors are perceived that suitable with current
environment/work condition. Therefore, these behaviors are continued and clearly seen. Possibility of
prominent traits as follows;
 

Confident, self-assured●

Assertive, insistent●

Initiative, active●

Transient Traits

Transient Traits are non-natural behaviors. They are perceived important and need to be adjusted to suit
with current environment/work condition. These behaviors can be changed according to the changed
environment. Possibility of transient traits as follows;
 

Optimistic, positive●

Sociable, easy to blend in●

Openly, friendly●

Potential Traits

Potential Traits are natural behaviors but be perceived not suitable to express in current environment/work
condition. Thus, these behaviors are expressed occasionally such as when under pressure.  Possibility of
potential traits as follows;
 

Not found

Inactive Traits

Inactive Traits are non-natural behavior and they are perceived unnecessary to adjust in current
environment/work condition. In general, these behaviors are not seen and expressed.  Possibility of 
inactive traits as follows;
 

Empathy, considerate●

Team focus, relationship●

Steady, consistent●

Rational, quality focus●

Analytical thinking, reasoning●

Sensitive, receptive●
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Self Reflection 
   

What are the behaviors that you see as your strengths?

How does your strengths help you work effectively?

What are the behaviors that you see as your weaknesses?

How does your weaknesses affect the performance of your work?
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About DISC
 
      Date back up to  2,000 years, ancient people  watched  and  observed  different habits of humans. 
They tried to invent tools and methods to foretell human habits.  In ancient Greek, 400 B.C., Hippocrates
was interested in  studying  the diversity of human behaviors  and categorized human behaviors into 4
temperaments according to basic emotions, i.e. Sanguine (cheerful, confident), Choleric (hot-tempered,
restless), Melancholic (thoughtful, anxious) and Phlegmatic (relaxed, passive).  From the core of ancient
ideas, scientists and psychologists in subsequent era attempted to develop further.  However, the early
stage of psychological and behavioral study emphasized on mental disorder and clinical treatment.  Until   
in year 1920, Dr. William Moulton Marston, a physiological psychologist, was one of the first  attempts to
apply psychology and behavioral science to “normal” people, outside a purely clinical setting.  In 1928, he
published his research in a book called “Emotions of Normal People”.

What is DISC and its development?

      Dr. William Moulton Marston,  a physiological  psychologist,  was interested in studying the difference
in human behaviors and behavioral response of each person in changing situations, stemming from the
person’s “Perceptions” of self in relationship to his or her environment, as a model to explain behavioral
response. These two perception dimensions are significance to behavioral expression of emotion, thinking
format, response mode to environment and other people that were accumulated from experience, learning
and childhood input.
 
Vertical Axis:

More Powerful

Less Powerful

is a person’s perception  in comparable between own power with the

environment whether own power is more or less powerful than external

environment. This reflects the level of own power, the confidence level to

express oneself and confrontation level. For instance, if the perceived own

power is high, the person likely  dares to use his or her  ability, persuade,

control, force, be different or even challenge, change and estimate his or her

capability at high side.  On the opposite in the low side that the accumulated

experience caused the person rather fears the surrounding matters, the person

tends to be defensive, introvert and reserved his or her feelings, for instance,

prefers sticking to the group, following the group’s rule or going with the flows,

being discomfort with immediate change and underestimate own capability, etc.

Horizontal Axis:

 Unfavorable Favorable 

is a person’s perception of contentment to the environment.  This reflects     

 the trust level, attitude to the world, observation and suspicion.  In terms of

favorable contentment, the person  tends to respond  the environment and

people in a friendly way with more trust and reliability, optimistic and rather   

 not suspicious.  On the opposite with unfavorable contentment, the response   

 to environment and people tends to be more careful, doubtful, questioning;   

likely to increase cautiousness and tends to make plan concisely.
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About DISC
 
      By combining these 2 axes of human perceptions, Dr. William Moulton Marston placed the human
behavioral styles into 4 quadrant categories, i.e. Dominance, Inducement (or later called Influence),
Submission (or later called Steadiness) and Compliance (or later called Conscientious) which today is
known as DISC, an acronym  of each categories’ names.
 
     Dominance      : Put an attempt to control and conquer. Be result-oriented and retain power.
     Influence         : Put an attempt to influence people by persuading and inducing.  Be expressive and
                             attentive to gain attraction.
     Steadiness      : Put an attempt to be stable and consistent.  Be relationship-oriented by giving 
                             support and help.
     Conscientious  : Put an attempt to right, certainty and safe.  Be logic-oriented by focusing on rational
                             process and system. 
 
      However, in reality, one person is a combination of the four styles with different proportions. Normally,
in a person, there is one or two behavioral styles that dominantly express.
      DISC model developed by Dr. William Moulton Marston was further built into assessment instrument
and personality profile test in 1948 by Walter V. Clarke, an industrial psychologist. The instrument test was
firstly used in personnel selection by business.  Later, DISC model was applied in various careers and for
different objectives that involved in interpersonal relation. A major step forward came with the development
of the output report as DISC profiles or graph in a form that was easy to understand.
 

DISC-U Assessment and Interpretation

      DISC is as the universal language that represents the tendency of behavioral expression in one
situation which reflects both positive and negative characters of each person.  It also indicates person’s
communication styles, either by body language, words or voice tone.  For example, a Dominance person
usually expresses with  solemn face.  Conscientious person  is rather fussy,  observant and usually
suspicious, etc.  These behaviors and expressions affect the output and occurrence. 
 
      DISC divides behavioral profiles into categories which help reducing the complexity of human’s
behavior to be easily understood. Nowadays, such principle is further developed into many tools to assess
personal profiles and behavioral patterns. It has grown and become widely used in many countries around
the world and in various careers.
 
      A team that consists of psychological experts and top management in organization dedicatedly
develops DISC-U Assessment from the fundamental of DISC Model theory, originated by Dr. William
Moulton Marston, with the main reason of his logical and systematic research.  His extensive research is
reliable in explaining human behaviors by including environment context as coordinated factor. In addition,
the explanation links each behavioral expression to each situation.  And the explanation of linkage is in
easily understandable way.  The four personal profiles reflect personalities as follow:
 
                                                                                                        (continued on next page)
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About DISC

  Dominance: The person is direct, confident, decisive, determined, confronting, making quick decisions,
fast-working, active, and result-oriented.  The person who is dominant likes challenges, adventures and
competitions, desires for power, eager to solve problems and looks at the big picture.
 
  Influence: The person is communicating, chatty, open, socializing, enthusiastic, joyful with people, having
sense of humor, optimistic, friendly, desiring in participating to help people and good at persuading people.
 
  Steadiness: The person is calm, patient, good listener, sympathize others, gentle, humble steady, neat,
cautious, proceeding gradually and taking ease.  A person who has steadiness follows work direction,
cooperate with the team and pay attention to safety and security.
 
  Conscientious: The person is methodical, formal, adhered to rules and standards, disciplined, attentive 
 to details and facts, accurate, analytical, rational, cautious, prudent, contemplative, introvert and reserved. 
 
      DISC-U is an online assessment test with no complicated elements. It is a self-interpreted assessment
test on the self-adaptation, emotional expression, motives, desires, world map and response to society and
environment, based on the person’s attitude and feelings at the time of answering the questionnaire choices.
The score reflects self-knowledge and awareness at the present moment, not “what the person is supposed
to be or wants to be”.  The assessment test can interpret the person at closest only when the answers are
the most honest or close to the person’s attributes as possible.
 
      From four main behavioral profiles, DISC-U scrutinizes and subdivides human behavioral styles by
primary behaviors, secondary behaviors and other next behaviors in order to indicate individual difference
more explicitly.  Apart from reporting the strength, weakness, motive tendency, tended behavior under
pressure, communication style, management style and decision style, in addition, the report consists of
analysis of adaptation, tendency of hidden tension and suggestion for improvement, self-development and
interaction rapport adaptation.  The report is designed in category with simple graphical form and
explanation which can be easily understood.
 
      However, the report cannot be used to judge behaviors or habits whether they are right or wrong or   
to specify the future.  It also does not reflect the education level or intelligence.  The assessment rather 
gives relative information about that person’s identity.  It is a tool to help observe and analyze the person’s
basic attitude (which affects his or her behaviors).  Such information is used as supplement information for
any person’s consideration.  Person’s behavioral profile, no matter what type is, consists of both positive
and negative elements.  Therefore, it should not be compared or judged that which one is better.
 
                                                                                                        (continued on next page)
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About DISC

Personal gain from learning own personality profile

      Generally, people are interested in understanding external environment first, i.e. technology, tools,
equipment, finance and other people rather than insight understanding oneself. Most people usually rather
confuse in their own identity from feedback others give either in a form of words, criticism, and opinions
which are originated by their perceptions.  It may not be always true as what the person is. Understanding
oneself in both positive and negative sides through DISC-U tool is like gaining feedback information from
the person himself or herself.  It reflects behavioral tendency, preferable expression, likes and dislikes,
desires, satisfied environment, motives, tension stimulator, etc.  With such information, the person can
anticipate the consequences that may arise from his or her behavioral expression in various situations. 
Moreover, the person who understands the difference in people can usually accept and adapt to other
people and situation better; create good relationship with others.  That is to say, the self-awareness and
self-knowledge are an important foundation to life advancement, personal success and career success.
 
-:Knowing oneself is an important foundation for a person to grow stability with clear direction.:-

Clearly assess own self both for strengths and weaknesses●

Better balance own positive and negative sides●

Properly express own self with full potential in expressing opinions and participating in activities●

Self-develop by fostering strengths and adjusting weaknesses with clear direction●

Communicate and build relationships with each other because of the acceptance of individual differences●

Adapt and flex own self to different situations more relaxingly●

   

Application – Putting DISC-U to work 

      DISC-U can be applied practically in many activities that involve people in business utility. It is used to
foster personal development, human resources management, recruiting and career matching. Assessment
result can reflect individual personality profile, social communication style, decision style and problem
confrontation style.  It also indicates the preferable role in expression and in responding to environment,
proficiency and motive more clearly.  This particular information substantially helps in human resource
management and team management in the organization as it can increase capability, maximize efficiency
and add value to the job.  This makes the organization outstand and succeed sustainably.
   

     Sample of DISC-U application;
Individual Development Program●

Communication and Relation Management●

Leadership Program●

Team Building●

Conflict Management●

Adaptability and Stress Handling●

Coach and Motivation Program●

Sales and Negotiation●

Communication and Customer Service●

Talent Management and Succession Planning●

Recruitment and Selection●

Job Matching●

  


